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Answers to self-assessment 
questions in Chapters 12–15

Option A 12 Neurobiology 
and behaviour
page 2
1 a Advantages: animal models offer the opportunity to 

investigate new pharmaceuticals and research new 
procedures, medical protocols or techniques without 
harming or risking an actual human life. They 
also allow researchers to identify unique features 
and mechanisms of a certain disease (models of 
diseases) or phenomenon. Much of the physiology 
and biochemistry of the human body also occurs 
in other animals, particularly in other mammals. 
Consequently, when drugs are administered to 
an animal model, the outcomes are likely to be 
comparable to those in a human.

  Drawbacks: since the model organisms are in captivity, 
they have a sedentary and highly stressed life. These 
conditions do not necessarily produce accurate data 
and sometimes do not allow researchers to test a 
hypothesis in a fair way. In addition, some human 
conditions are very complex and involve behavioural 
problems that in most cases cannot be simulated 
with model organisms. Ethical considerations must 
be taken into account as there are some procedures 
considered illegal when experimenting with animals.

 b Xenopus is an appropriate model organism in the 
sense that the embryos allow investigations related to 
simple single cell development and specialization. The 
model has been thoroughly studied, so facilitating 
the investigation of gene knock-out experiments, for 
example. In addition, it is relatively straightforward 
to insert a wide range of molecules such as proteins, 
nucleic acids and others into the cells. It is also 
appropriate to use other vertebrates to model early 
steps in human embryology because all vertebrates 
proceed through remarkably similar stages.

page 9
2 Programmed cell death (PCD) allows organisms to 

develop following a certain predetermined path. PCD 
also facilitates flexibility in development by allowing 
vastly more cells to form than will ultimately survive, 
while efficiently removing all cells that fail to find a 
role, and this without harming developing tissues and 
organs. Advantages of PCD include: in the nervous 
system, it allows an adequate innervation by removing 
cells that could compromise adequate communication 
between nerve cells or that innervate incorrectly 
(connecting the wrong target cells). In early embryonic 

development, fingers and toes form by PCD in cells 
that will allow the digits to separate. 

page 10
3 The medulla oblongata (in the hindbrain) contains 

control centres for vital body functions such as heart 
function and breathing.

page 11
4 See Figure 12.7, page 9.

page 14
5 The control centre for the autonomic nervous system 

is located in the medulla oblongata in the hindbrain. 
Examples of different sense organs from which sensory 
fibres run to that centre are:

 Chemoreceptors in the carotid arteries, sensitive to 
carbon dioxide concentration, for example;

 Pressure receptors (baroreceptors) in the aorta;
 Stretch receptors in the lungs.

page 19
6 The fovea is the point on the retina with greatest 

density of photoreceptors. It is formed only of cones.
 The blind spot is the point on the retina where the 

optic nerve leaves and is without rods or cones.

page 22

7 Rods Cones

human retina 
contains about 
10–12 million rods

relative numbers human retina 
contains about 
7 million cones

evenly throughout 
majority of the 
retina, but not 
found in the fovea

distribution throughout 
the retina, but 
particularly 
concentrated in and 
around the fovea

sensitive to low 
light intensities

light sensitivity sensitive to high 
light intensities

used in dim light 
and night vision

type of vision 
they facilitate

used in high light 
intensities (bright 
light)

synapse with 
several bipolar 
neurons

relationship to 
bipolar neurons

synapse with a 
single bipolar  
neuron

poor resolution resolution high degree of 
resolution

one type of rod cell types of cell 
present

three types of 
cone cell

visual purple 
(rhodopsin)

visual pigment idopsin – three 
different forms

‘black and white’ vision facilitated colour
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page 26
8 Sensory 

neuron Relay neuron
Motor 
neuron

Relationship 
to CNS

connects a 
receptor with 
the CNS

connects 
sensory and 
motor neurons 
within the CNS

connects an 
effector with 
the CNS

Position of 
cell body

in ganglion 
of dorsal 
root of spinal 
nerve – outside 
the CNS

in grey matter 
of the CNS

in grey matter 
of the CNS

Types and 
role of 
dendrites

connect 
dendron to 
receptor and 
bring impulses 
from receptor 
to dendron

bring impulses 
via short 
dendrons

bring impulses 
towards the 
cell body

Types and 
role of 
dendron

carries 
impulses 
towards the 
cell body

several, all 
short in length

absent

Type and role 
of axon

carries 
impulses away 
from cell body 
into CNS

single axon, 
short in length

carries 
impulses from 
cell body to 
effector

Presence 
of myelin 
sheath

present along 
dendron 
and axon

absent present along 
axon

Role in 
reflex arc

pathway of 
impulses 
towards CNS

connects 
sensory and 
motor neurons 
and provides 
opportunity to 
relay impulses 
to and from 
the brain

pathway of 
impulses away 
from CNS

page 31
9 The behaviour shown by the data on woodlouse 

activity over a 24-hour period directly favours their 
chances of survival because the woodlouse is less 
active during the daylight hours, so avoids many 
predators. The woodlouse can remain in shaded 
damp or humid conditions during the day to reduce 
the probability that it will become desiccated or 
encounter too much heat. When it is dark however, 
there are greatly increased numbers of active 
woodlice. They come out to find food when there are 
fewer predators around. In addition there is increased 
reproductive potential as there is a greater probability 
of woodlice meeting if they are active during the same 
time period.

page 33
10 Trial-and-error learning Insight learning

typically investigated 
experimentally using a maze

problem solving without 
recourse to trial-and-error 
behaviour

animals with a well-developed 
nervous system learn a maze 
quickly

the most sophisticated type 
of learning

success based on exploratory 
behaviour

assessed by the ability to 
solve problems not previously 
experienced

level of interest is best 
maintained when success 
receives some reward

involves exploiting currently 
received sense data together 
with experiences held in 
memory

learning in which random 
and spontaneous responses 
become associated with a 
particular stimulus because of 
subsequent reward

results in abstracting general 
principles (we call them 
concepts)

also known as operant 
conditioning

may exploit early trial-and-error 
learning typically called play

page 36
11 It results in strong excitation or inhibition, or triggers a 

single response as a consequence of different stimuli.

page 41
12 a The saline only group acts a control group to be 

compared with the other experimental groups 
receiving the MDMA drug.

 b The data supports the hypothesis that more 
serotonin is released than dopamine in the presence 
of MDMA for the wild-type mice as the graphs 
show there are approximately 7500 serotonin units 
compared with less than 1000 dopamine units for 
a dose of 3 mg MDMA and approximately 17 000 
serotonin units compared with less than 3000 
dopamine units for a dose of 10 mg MDMA. 

 c At treatment levels of 3 mg MDMA, the effect 
of the absence of a gene for dopamine-release 
protein on the levels of dopamine in the brains of 
mice during the experiment was not very marked, 
although the total level of dopamine was slightly 
lower than for wild-type mice (but both levels were 
around 500 units). At treatment levels of 10 mg 
MDMA, however, there were marked differences 
in the dopamine levels, with GM mice that lacked 
the gene for making dopamine transported protein 
having levels of approximately 700 units, compared 
with levels in wild-type mice of around 3000 units. 
Thus increasing the treatment levels of MDMA did 
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not greatly increase dopamine levels in these mice, 
compared with wild-type mice where the dopamine 
levels increased 5- or 6-fold with an increase of 
MDMA treatment level of 10 mg versus 3 mg.

 d The effect of the absence of a gene for serotonin-
release protein on the levels of serotonin in the 
brains of mice during the experiment was that 
the levels of serotonin were very low or zero at 
both treatment levels of MDMA (3 mg and 10 mg) 
compared with wild-type mice where the total 
serotonin levels were approximately 6000 and 18 000 
units, respectively.

 e Hormones originating in the endoplasmic reticulum 
of a cell are effectively released by being packaged in 
vesicles which then discharge their contents at the 
plasma membrane by the process of exocytosis. The 
ways ‘release proteins’ may work are by (i) facilitating 
vesicle formation, (ii) vesicle transport across the 
cytosol or (iii) the exocytosis process itself – or all of 
these, for example.

13 See The liver and alcohol, Option D, Chapter 15 Human 
physiology, page 32. This is a research task best followed 
up by a discussion of the outcomes with your peers, given 
that ethnic, cultural and social values and norms may 
play a significant part in all aspects of the issue.

page 42
14 This is a task that first requires research in the context 

of your own community, to be followed by discussion of 
your conclusions and opinions with peers and perhaps 
with your tutor, given that ethnic, cultural and social 
values and norms may play a significant part in all 
aspects of the issues.

Option B Chapter 13 
Biotechnology and 
bioinformatics
page 2
1 Forms of RNA Role in protein synthesis

messenger RNA (mRNA) single-stranded RNA that is formed 
by the process of transcription of 
the genetic code in the nucleus, and 
then moves to the ribosomes in the 
cytoplasm

transfer RNA (tRNA) short lengths of specific RNA that 
combine with specific amino acids 
prior to protein synthesis

ribosomal RNA component of the ribosomes, site 
where mRNA is ‘read’ and amino 
acid condensation occurs, forming 
proteins 

2 a pyruvate 
b  By substrate level phosphorylation during glycolysis, 

only. See Glycolysis, page 353, and Figure 8.9, page 
354 (as opposed to the additional and substantial 
formation of ATP by oxidative phosphorylation, by 
the electron transport chain (Figure 8.11, page 356), 
occurring during aerobic respiration, only).

page 4
3 These microorganisms chemically reduce nitrogen 

from the air to form ammonia. The ammonia is then 
combined with organic acids to form amino acids that 
can be used by plants.

 Nitrogen makes up 80% of the atmosphere but in 
this form it is not available to either animals or plants 
to incorporate into their amino acids and therefore 
into proteins. Plants can use combined nitrogen (as 
nitrates or ammonium ions) to form amino acids, and 
so can indirectly benefit from nitrogen fixation by 
microorganisms. Animals are entirely dependent on 
plants for combined nitrogen (in the form of amino acids 
and proteins), either directly or indirectly.

page 6
4 The data establishes there is a critical time in the 

process of penicillin production by batch culture 
when the bulk of the nutrients have been used up, the 
growth of the fungal matter has stopped, and antibiotic 
production has started to level off.

page 12
5 The species’ proteome depends on the genome. If the 

plant has been genetically modified, it means that a 
new gene has been inserted in order to translate a novel 
protein which is not part of the species’ proteome.

6 The plants formed from the gall tissue will be modified, 
as Agrobacterium contains a Ti plasmid with the gene 
of interest inserted. This means that all individual 
cells are capable of producing the desired protein as 
they have the plasmid incorporated into their genome. 
After this, cells from the gall will be cultured into 
individual (dicotyledonous) plants allowing these 
individuals to express the gene.

page 14
7 a Between 1996 and 2001 the method used to reduce 

weed growth (tillage) changed considerably. In 
1996 the ‘no tillage’ method was less common (at 
approximately 5.5 million hectares) and almost 
8 million hectares were conventionally tilled 
to remove weed growth. By 2001 the situation 
had changed so that no tillage was used on over 
11 million hectares and under 4 million hectares 
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were conventionally tilled. (The number of hectares 
undergoing reduced tillage also increased over this 
time period, from just over 6 million hectares in 
1996 to just under 8 million hectares by 2001.) This 
is due to the fact that by 2001 GR soya was grown in 
almost 70% of the total area cultivated, increasing 
from about 5% in 1996, so one or two post-emergent 
applications of glyphosate herbicides were typically 
required instead of tillage to suppress weed growth.

 b The data establishes that there had been a 
resurgence of the practice of weed control by tillage 
(almost 50% of the total crop grown) and a reduction 
in the practice of weed control by ‘no tillage’ (a 
process of relying on the weeds being non-glyphosate 
resistant but the crop being glyphosate-resistant, so 
that chemical weed control remains effective – now 
reduced to about 30% of the total crop grown).

 c The greater impact of using this technology could be 
that the GR crops have become weeds themselves 
or the GR transgenes could have escaped into 
wild plants and weeds, creating ‘super weeds’ that 
are resistant to glyphosate herbicides, so requiring 
increased tillage to suppress weed growth.

page 18
8 a 18 codons including start and stop codons

 b 17 coded amino acids

9 a one

 b two: TAA and TGA

 c 33 in total including the start and the last stop 
codon

 d 29 amino acids up to the first stop codon (TAA)

 e proline: P

 f cysteine: C

 g glycine: G

 h serine: S

page 35
10 Advantages Disadvantages

Viruses are made of simple 
structures that can carry a 
single gene or group of genes 
that can be designed under 
laboratory conditions.

Some errors created during 
the design of the virus could 
be multiplied when the virus 
is implanted in the bacteria. 
These would then convert the 
viral particles into antigens that 
activate the immune system 
unexpectedly.

Their manipulation is easy 
and bacteria can be used to 
multiply viral particles at a 
relatively low cost.

The insertion of an additional 
gene into the individual’s 
genome may activate other 
genes already present, resulting 
in for example a fatal cancer.

Some viruses may only trigger 
a minimal immune reaction, 
for example, the AAV virus 
that infects human cells does 
not generally cause disease.

Some of the AAV viruses can 
elicit an immune response 
when patients’ medical 
histories are not fully studied.

The low cost of creating the 
viral particles may allow for 
future booster injections.

The treatment involves some 
expensive procedures and it 
would have to be regularly 
repeated as body cells are 
replaced.

page 40
11 Scientists can perform a BLASTp search in order to 

compare the amino acid sequence of a novel protein 
with that of other reported species in the database. If 
the sequence presents differences, an evolutionary tree 
can be produced allowing them to identify species closed 
related to the species whose amino acid sequence has 
been identified.

12 BLASTp uses a sequence of amino acids as the original 
search and BLASTn uses sequences of nucleotides. 
BLASTn does not always enable an evolutionary 
relationship to be established, whereas BLASTp does, 
since BLASTp compares sequences of amino acids 
from the expression of the gene, whereas BLASTn 
compares nucleotide sequences and these can present 
slight variations that do not indicate an evolutionary 
adaptation.

13 The higher the percentage of nucleotide or amino 
acid sequence similarities is, the closer the relationship 
between two species is, as this indicates that their 
genome has a similarity in the genetic sequence.

14 The primary sequence is the expressed sequence of 
nucleotides. Since the DNA contains introns and exons, 
these could vary amongst species and do not give a clear 
insight of the evolutionary relationship between the 
species to be studied.
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page 42
15 It is a widely studied non-human species that can be 

maintained under laboratory conditions to study the likely 
implications of a procedure. It gives insights about the way 
the experimental procedure will work in other species.

16 For example, the zebra fish (Danio rerio) provides clues 
about the way genes in cancer cells get activated before 
metastasis. The study helps human cancers to be more 
clearly understood.

page 43
17 The p values, together with the aid of E values, allow 

researchers to determine how many times the researcher 
expects these results by chance. Accordingly to the p 
value, it is possible to determine how distantly or how 
closely two species are evolutionarily related.

18 Nowadays databases are considered to be reliable tools 
that researchers use to investigate and to gather data for 
research purposes. However, as most of the bulk data 
input is uploaded by large sequencing companies, the 
validity of results depend on the source and the time the 
consultation was made.

page 46
19 See Chapter 13, pages 46–47.

20 BLAST can be used with multiple species by selecting 
them from the list of available organisms. In order 
to obtain a phylogenetic relationship, a genomic or 
proteomic sequence is used and the algorithm will find 
the correlations between the species depending on 
the number of targets or identities found. The tree will 
show the relationships between the species by means of 
a cladogram.

page 47
21 An expressed sequence tag (EST) represents a portion 

of an expressed gene that can be used to identify the 
presence of certain genes in any organism. These are 
mRNA fragments derived from a cDNA used to identify 
sequences that represent some interest for the investigator.

Option C Chapter 14 Ecology 
and conservation
page 6
1 Location Plant Animal

a a high water 
location

spiral wrack rough winkle

b a low water 
location

oar weed acorn barnacle

page 20
2 Trophic levels occupied by seabirds in this example vary 

between levels 3 and 6.

page 25
3 mean annual temperature

4 mean annual precipitation

page 29
5 Your results will indicate a higher diversity index with 

increasing age of dune. A high diversity index suggests 
the community is ecologically stable. A low diversity 
index is typical of a community of recent origin.

6 Pioneering species are algae, mosses, lichens and some 
ferns.

 The climax community is made of robust trees like oak 
and other woodland trees.

page 31
7 Primary succession is on bare land, devoid of soil, 

whereas secondary succession occurs in an environment 
after an ecosystem has been disrupted or destroyed due 
to a disturbance that reduces the population of the 
original inhabitants:  soil already exists in this type of 
succession. Other differences include:

 Primary 
succession on 
rocky shore

Secondary 
succession on 
burnt forest land

Initial colonizers attached algae of 
gradually increasing 
size, up to larger, 
attached seaweeds

small rooted plants 
from seeds carried 
in from surrounding 
land, or that 
survived the fire in 
the soil

Primary 
consumers

Secondary 
consumers

subsequent 
succession as 
represented in 
the food web in 
Figure 14.19

subsequent 
succession as 
represented in 
Figure 14.28

Subsequent 
succession

Represented by  
the food web in 
Figure 14.10

Represented in 
Figure 14.28

page 33
8 They are considered to be theoretical systems as there 

is no exchange of either energy or matter with the 
surroundings. Most systems are open although the 
extent to which there is interaction with surrounding 
systems may vary greatly.
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page 39
9 See Pesticide pollution and food chains, Chapter 14, 

page 38.

page 44
10 a For habitat B, Simpson’s reciprocal index 

  = 
100(99)

50(49) + 30(29) + 15(14) + 5(4)

  = 9900
3550

  = 2.79

 b Habitat A has the greatest diversity and 
habitat E the lowest. Habitat A has the greatest 
evenness between species (i.e. all species are 
equally abundant), with habitat E dominant 
by one species (i.e. lowest evenness). Species 
diversity is a combination of the number of 
species and their relative abundance – higher 
diversity indices are recorded when all species 
are equally abundant, indicating a large range 
of available niches, whereas low species diversity 
indicates a low number of available niches.

 c Habitat A is more complex with a greater array of 
niches then habitat E, indicating a more complex 
habitat, whereas habitat E is simpler with fewer 
available niches. Habitat A may be older than 
habitat E. Other habitats lie between the extremes 
demonstrated by habitats A and E.

page 48
11 The minimum value of the Trent Biotic Index is 6.

12 The maximum value of the Trent Biotic Index is 4.

page 50
13 You will need to discuss your ideas with a 

conservationist in your country and area. Are there 
national or local reserves or conservation areas, with 
voluntary or professional management who can give you 
guidance?

page 73
14 Biological oxygen demand (BOD) values increase 

with increasing eutrophication as the bacteria present 
have access to an increasing quantity of dead organic 
matter, and their numbers multiply. Increased bacterial 
respiration leads to increased BOD, which causes a 
lowered oxygen content of water (hypoxia).

15 Many of the species present fail to survive conditions 
of increasing eutrophication because of falling oxygen 
concentration and the reduction in sunlight penetration.

Option D Chapter 15 Human 
physiology
page 1
1 Holozoic nutrition involves ingesting complex material 

into a specialised structure and digesting it. Alternatives 
are saprotrophic nutrition and parasitism.

page 3
2 See The challenge of nitrogen excretion in animals 

and Figure 11.25, page 468. 

page 9
3 Anorexia, an irrational fear of weight gain, involves 

excessive weight loss. Patients typically deny themselves 
all but a very small quantity of food. In response, the 
body draws upon all reserves, and finally, on body 
tissues, including heart muscle, to be mobilised as a 
source of calories.

4 See Table 6.8 Differences between arteries, veins 
and capillaries, page 268. So if body collagen is not 
maintained, the outer layer of the arteries or veins may 
leak blood (hemorrhage).

page 14
5 Answers may vary and depend on both your age and 

gender.

 Having an unhealthy diet is amongst one of the key 
factors that lead to other diseases such as diabetes, 
obesity and heart attack.

6 See Table 15.11, page 42.

page 15
7 This avoids the risk of digestion of the body’s own 

tissues (autolysis). An example of this is the enzyme 
chymotrypsin produced by the pancreas, which is only 
active in the duodenum in the small intestine.

page 19
8 Inflammation is the initial, localized response our tissues 

make to damage. See Inflammation, page 271.
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page 20
9 The rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) with its 

associated ribosomes is involved in the synthesis of 
proteins. When proteins have been translated in the 
RER, they are packaged within its group of cisternae 
(flattened, membrane-enclosed tubes). At this stage, the 
proteins are non-functional. The cisterna then buds, 
creating vesicles that transport and deliver the proteins 
into the cis face of the Golgi apparatus. Once at the 
Golgi apparatus, the proteins will be further modified 
and then activated for delivery within or outside the cell.

page 25
10 They increase the surface area available for the 

absorption of the products of digestion.

page 26
11 Very few of the contents of faeces are waste products 

of metabolism. The presence of so many saprotrophic 
bacteria ensures that many (but not all) of the epithelial 
cells, sloughed-off from the villi, have been broken 
down before they pass out in faeces. The bile pigments 
(breakdown products of red cells – added to the bile 
in the liver) are true excretory products. Any enzymes 
among the undigested food that have not been broken 
down will be present too.

12 The herbivorous mammals depend on the 
microorganisms to break down the cellulose in the 
plant matter they eat which can then be used for 
nutritional benefit. The rumen provides a habitat for 
the microorganism. Both gain an advantage.

page 27
13 Blood from the gut via the hepatic portal vein, as well 

as containing the absorbed products of digestion, will be 
low in oxygen and relatively high in carbon dioxide. The 
oxygen is supplied to liver cells from the hepatic artery. 

page 29
14 See Figure 6.21, page 272.

page 31
15 The slope of the line graph indicates that there is a 

direct correlation between the levels of cholesterol and 
the deaths caused as a result of CHD. The correlation 
is strong due to the increasing slope in the curve as 
the serum cholesterol/mmol l–1 increases the number of 
deaths. However, there could be other causes associated 
to the increased number of deceases.

 Alternatively: Although the frequency of the highest 
levels of serum cholesterol in males is relatively low, 
the four highest bands progressively attract by far the 
highest levels of mortality due to CHD. However, there 
may be other, or additional, causes of these high levels 
of mortality.

16 The liver is a very active organ metabolically, and 
most reactions require energy (endergonic reactions – 
Figure 2.7, page 67). Claude Bernard, the French 
physiologist and originator of the concept of 
homeostasis, published data showing the liver as a 
major exporter of heat in a mammal’s body. But his 
values for the temperature of the blood entering and 
leaving the liver were obtained at different times from 
different dogs. Subsequent investigations, involving 
thermocouples placed in the hepatic vein and hepatic 
portal vein, show that the liver is thermally neutral. 
Nevertheless, this misunderstanding about the liver as a 
heat exporting organ has persisted.

page 34
17 See Figure 6.11, page 261. The drawing of the human 

heart must have the following considerations:

 • atria are smaller than ventricles
 • thicker walls in ventricles than atria
 • the wall of the left ventricle is thicker than that 

of the right ventricle, but the cavity (blood-filled 
chamber) of both ventricles have the same volume

 • the septum clearly divides the heart into two sides 
 • AV valves must be clearly drawn; three lines for the 

tricuspid and two for the mitral valve
 • semilunar valves in the aorta and pulmonary artery 

as they exit the heart.

18 a The atria systole takes 0.1 s and the ventricular 
systole takes another 0.3 s. This leads to a faster 
contraction time with high blood pressure.

 b The cause of the pressure rise is due to a greater 
initial volume of blood coming from the atria as 
well as closing of the AV valve.

 c The pressure is at its lowest level before the bicuspid 
valve closes. Then the pressure rises, the semilunar 
valve then opens, allowing blood to be pumped out 
of the ventricle until it reaches the point that all the 
blood has emptied from the ventricles reducing the 
volume of blood inside the heart and decreasing the 
pressure as a consequence of this. Due to the lower 
pressure, the bicuspid valve opens again.

  Answer along the lines of 10 kPa.
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page 41
19 The heart rate increases as result of a vigorous exercise 

due to an increase in materials required by tissue cells 
such as oxygen and nutrients. Also, the body needs to 
get rid of the waste products released as a consequence 
of increased metabolic activity such as carbon dioxide. 
Levels of carbon dioxide and oxygen in the body are 
detected by sensors located in the carotids that send 
impulses to the medulla oblongata. Lower levels of 
oxygen cause the medulla oblongata to stimulate the 
pacemaker in the sinoatrial node, thus increasing the 
heart rate.

page 46
20 See Two modes of hormone action, page 42 and 

Figure 15.34.

page 47
21 Negative feedback Positive feedback

concentration of respiratory 
gases (O2 and CO2) being 
transported in the blood

role of oxygen in control of 
uterine contractions at birth

pressure of blood in arteries passage of an action 
potential along a nerve fibre

blood sugar level – the osmotic 
concentration of the blood

 In negative feedback the effect of a deviation from 
the normal or set conditions is to create a tendency to 
eliminate the deviation. Negative feedback is a part of 
almost all control systems in living things. The effect of 
negative feedback is to reduce further corrective action 
of the control system once the set-point value is reached.

 In positive feedback the effect of a deviation from 
the normal or set condition is to create a tendency to 
reinforce the deviation. Positive feedback intensifies the 
corrective action taken by a control system, so leading to 
a ‘vicious circle’. Imagine a car in which the driver’s seat 
was set on rollers (not secured to the floor), being driven 
at speed. The slightest application of the foot brake 
causes the driver to slide and to press harder on the 
brake as the car starts to slow, with an extreme outcome.

 Biological examples of positive feedback are rare, but 
one can be identified at the synapse. When a wave of 
depolarization (a nerve impulse) takes effect in the post-
synaptic membrane, the entry of sodium ions triggers 
the entry of further sodium ions at a greater rate. This 
is a case of positive feedback. The depolarized state is 
established, and the impulse moves along the post-
synaptic membrane.

 So the difference between negative and positive 
feedback is the effect they have on change.

page 49
22 The graph must contain a title and all axes labelled 

with units. 

 All axes must have a uniformly distributed scale with 
numbers.

 The S-shaped curve must depict the phases in 
hemoglobin saturation as partial pressure increases.

 See Figure 15.39, page 49.

page 50
23 a fall of about 20%

page 51
24 At a pressure of 1 kPa, the percentage of saturation in 

hemoglobin is lower than 10%. Myoglobin on the other 
hand, is close to an 80% of saturation.

 For a partial pressure of 5 kPa, hemoglobin is 
approximately 70% saturated and myoglobin has a value 
near to 100% (plateau).

 These differences allow muscles to contract using aerobic 
respiration with its large yield of energy. Myoglobin 
works as an oxygen store that is used when the pressure 
is lower than 5 kPa, releasing the oxygen into the tissue 
and allowing for prolonged muscular contractions.
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25 Pneumocytes: extremely thin cells made of 

squamous tissue cells. They have a nucleus, clustered 
mitochondria, RER and Golgi apparatus, with a clear, 
almost transparent cytoplasm.

 Capillary endothelium cells: extremely thin layer 
of cells but with strong walls due to the presence 
of collagen fibres. The endothelium is made of a 
monolayer of cells with a clear and distinguishable 
nucleus located in the middle region of the cell.

 Blood cells: red blood cells have a biconcave disc shape. 
They lack nuclei and have wider edges with a depressed 
central area.
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26 This training method allow competitors to produce 

more red blood cells per volume of blood and, when 
they return to lower altitudes their body will have a 
greater oxygen saturation due to the greater number 
of blood cells. This effect lasts for only a short period 
of time (days) and it is debatable whether it does give 
athletes an advantage, as they have a higher heart rate 
when training at high altitudes to get sufficient oxygen 
to their muscles. 


